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Let us face the fact that the world is imperfect. Hearts get broken every second, and nine out of ten
people are anxious about their future. We actually cannot imagine a world without zodiac signs,
horoscopes, and astrological predictions.

No wonder astrology is one of the most sought after sciences. Astrologers are capable of accurately
predicting the future of your relationships, career, and even the date of your marriage. They can
precisely tell your numerology compatibility with your lover. It can help you decide whether to move
on or continue with the relationship.

More about numerology

Numerology is one of the fields of astrology. According to it, a particular number represents a
particular planet or star. For example, number one and two represent the sun and the moon,
respectively. Numerology uses numbers from one to nine. It does not take zero.

You may find a difference in daily zodiac compatibility between western and eastern (Indian)
astrology. In western astrology, Neptune and Uranus are the eighth and ninth planets, while in
Indian astrology, the eighth and ninth planets are â€œRahuâ€• and â€œKetu.â€• 

Root number

Your root number will be three, if you are born on the third, thirtieth, twelfth, or twenty first. You add
the digits of your birth date to get your root number. If the result exceeds nine, then you subtract
nine from the result to get an one-digit number.

Destiny number

You get this number by adding the numerological values of the characters of your name. For
instance, if somebody named â€œRamaâ€•  has four as the destiny number, then it is possible to change
his destiny number. You can tilt the destiny in your favor by either adding or deducting
numerological values of the characters in your name.

The root number is fixed, as it depicts your character. On the other hand, destiny number signifies
events happening in your life. You can change your destiny by changing the number.

For example, if you are moving to a new city, then you must find the favorable numbers of that city
and compare them with your destiny number. If the value of both the numbers show favorable
relation or harmony, then it implies that the city will offer bright prospects for you. Otherwise, your
future may be bleak, even hazardous. The next time you find people adding an extra character to
their name, they are not following a trend, it is known as numerology compatibility.
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Visit Prem Jyotish and know your a daily zodiac compatibility and a numerology compatibility. If you
are curious about your life, career, and relationships, then visit the site and know what is in the store
for you.
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